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Sweden keeps schools and borders open in 'huge experiment' on
virus

While much of the world goes into lockdown to stop the disease, in Sweden, life is
continuing unchanged - but is it the right approach?

By Richard Orange MALMÖ

26 March 2020 • 4:44pm
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Swedish children continued to pour through the gates of their schools and kindergartens on

Thursday as the Nordic nation stood increasingly alone in Europe in its approach to tackling

the coronavirus pandemic.

Shops and restaurants also remained open across the country, with parks and recreational

areas packed with groups enjoying the spring sunshine.

Despite a surge in Covid-19 patients and growing dissent among epidemiological experts, the

Swedish government’s medical experts were last night standing by their decision not to

follow almost all other EU nations by instituting economic and social lockdowns.

Anders Tegnell, Sweden's state epidemiologist, said the different approach reflected the

independence traditionally enjoyed by government agencies like the Public Health Agency

of Sweden and the reluctance of politicians to override expert advice....
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